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York Archaeological Trust (YAT) is a self-funded educational charity and one 
of the leading professional archaeological organisations in the UK. Founded 
in 1972, we have a reputation for delivering high quality investigation, 
research and public engagement.

YAT operates across the country and internationally, with offices in York, 
Nottingham, Sheffield and Glasgow. We run five attractions in York: the 
world famous JORVIK Viking Centre, DIG, Barley Hall, the Richard III and 
Henry VII Experiences, in addition to one of the largest Viking festivals in 
Europe. 

With extensive public, community and educational audiences, YAT engages 
with over 1.2 million people across the world every year, through our 
attractions, events, projects, educational programmes, touring exhibitions, 
outreach activities and digital presence.

Here we showcase just a few examples of the ways in which we achieve 
our mission – how we are building better lives through heritage.

 

|  ABOUT US:   York Archaeological Trust

At YAT, we know that when people engage with heritage their lives are richer, more fulfilling and have deeper meaning. Yet we recognise that it is often hard to 
capture these benefits in objective, quantifiable terms. 

However, some headline indicators can be given:

In economic terms, JORVIK 
Viking Centre has contributed 
more than half-a-billion pounds 
to York’s economy since it 
opened its doors in 1984. It 
remains one of the greatest 
success stories for archaeology 
in the UK.

Our Viking Festival, held 
annually in February, puts more 
than £4 million into York’s 
local economy, kick-starting 
the tourism year and bringing 
thousands of people into the 
city centre.

YAT provides a hub for 
volunteers, with 300 people 
contributing approximately 
6,000 hours towards achieving 
our goals. The valuable work 
of our volunteers emphasises 
YAT’s place in the community, 
while helping to deliver the 
increasingly recognised benefits 
to health and well-being that 
volunteering provides.

Each year more than 55,000 
schoolchildren come to our 
attractions, events and activities, 
extending our impact to the 
next generation.

In addition, we put on more 
than 300 events a year, 
including lectures, open days, 
community events, conferences, 
demonstrations, walks, tours 
and festivals, reaching an 
audience of 70,000 in the past 
year alone.

300 volunteers£500m economic impact £4m into York’s economy 300 events55k school visits

|   HOW DOES YAT MAKE PEOPLE’S LIVES BETTER ?
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Since opening in 1984, the JORVIK Viking Centre 
has welcomed over 20 million people from 
around the world, who come and explore our 
attraction to learn about the Viking Age in York. 
In the process, it has completely transformed 
York’s sense of identity, by revealing a part of 
the city’s story that was largely forgotten 

before YAT began its groundbreaking 
archaeological excavations in the 1970s. 

After being completely destroyed by flooding, 
JORVIK launched its fourth iteration in 2017, 
and has continued to deliver its distinctive 
public engagement model to over 400,000 
visitors every year.  

As a mark of this impact, York is unique in 
that it is officially twinned with its Viking 
antecedent – Jorvik!

Our five attractions form a cornerstone 
of York’s critical tourism economy, which 
welcomes more than seven million visitors a 
year, employs more than 19,000 people and 
generates £564 million locally.

|   The JORVIK Viking Centre:  Developing the Economy – Building New Identities |   Your DIG Converge: 
Promoting Health 
and Well-Being

Converge is a partnership between York St John 
University and mental health providers in York, offering 
high quality educational opportunities to people over 
18 who use mental health services. YAT has worked 
with Converge on several occasions in the past few 
years, using archaeology to help the partnership pursue 
its goals of education for recovery.

Most recently, YAT facilitated a group that devised, 
developed and curated an exhibition for the Your DIG 
community programme at our DIG attraction, based on 
a YAT excavation archive from Union Terrace in York. 

In another project with Converge more than 50 people 
with a variety of mental health issues worked on a 
soundscape for YAT’s Viking Festival.  

Inspired by the idea of Viking journeys made without 
a compass, our festival coordinator developed the 
concept: 

The soundscape can be heard online at:

www.yorkmix.com/entertainment/let-this-amazing-
viking-soundscape-take-you-to-a-different-place/

 

‘It emerged that this idea could have real resonance for people 
with mental illness: every day might be like going off into an 
unknown world, or being all at sea without a sense of direction.’

CASE STUDY CASE STUDY
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|   Community Empowerment 
|   and Landscape: 
     Changing Policy 

Our work in partnership with Community Land Scotland (CLS), an 
association of 90 community organisations that own and manage 
land for community benefit, has been transforming ways of 
thinking surrounding ‘development’ and ‘justice’ at the heart of the 
conservation debate.

There are too few people in Scotland’s rural places. Half of Scotland is 
now home to just 2.6% of the population and this is predicted to fall 
by a further 25% in the next generation. This has serious implications 
for people and the environment. Without action, many communities 
will not survive; the local and national economy will be affected; rural 
skills and knowledge will decline; distinctive cultural heritage will be 
lost and our society’s capacity to care for our land, landscapes and 
ecology will be diminished. 

Development is needed to address these challenges, sustain rural 
communities and help them thrive. 

We have been working with CLS to identify specific barriers to such 
development, advocating changes in policy and practice that will 
overcome them and enable much-needed rural development. 
Specifically, our focus is on the conservation and use of heritage in 
this context. 

We are helping to change current policies for the protection of 
cultural, landscape and natural heritage, which are acting as a barrier 
to sustainable development. 

 

|   Northallerton Prison: 
Place of Correction 
to Community Asset

Built in 1784, Northallerton prison was designed by John 
Carr, who is more widely known for stately homes such 
as Harewood House in Leeds and Fairfax House in York. 
It became the major prison for the North Riding during 
the early 19th century and was in continuous use until 
closure in 2013. 

Before redevelopment by Hambleton District Council, 
local residents were offered several ways to get involved 
in the archaeological project. 

2,270 people visited the site over two open days 
and many local people spent the day on site digging 
alongside the archaeologists. Over 400 schoolchildren 
and 250 adults were given site tours. YAT worked with 
local charities, including Action Care and Chopsticks, to 
ensure inclusive access.

A group from the RNIB investigated a prison cellblock 
through touch and smell. They created an audio 
description recording their sensory perception of the 
cells and how the spaces made them feel.

Northallerton Prison demonstrates how a single project 
can provide many opportunities to deliver benefits to a 
community.

CASE STUDY CASE STUDY
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Our five attractions provide formal learning opportunities for students aged 
4 and up and their teachers. Sessions linked to the National Curriculum are 
presented to over 50,000 school children every year; from hands-on talks 
about artefacts in the JORVIK galleries to workshops delivered at DIG, exploring 
Viking-age sagas and warfare. At Barley Hall, children are taken back in time 
for an entire day to experience life in a medieval town house.

Our interpretation team also delivers a range of sessions outside the 
attractions, in schools, virtually via our online resources, in association with 
our excavations and in other informal settings.

The ‘Bloodaxe Book Challenge’, part of our annual JORVIK Viking Festival, is 
held in partnership with York Explore and York’s library network. The challenge 
has encouraged hundreds of children to pick up a book and read. 

We provide placements for teachers in ‘settings other than schools’ (SOTS) 
within our attractions, which enable them to learn more about how to access 
heritage education services to support their teaching.

Online virtual outreach sessions are delivered to children in schools from 
Australia to the United States and all across Europe and the UK. We make it 
easy to invite a Viking into your classroom and learn what life was like for 
people living 1,000 years ago. 

 

|   YAT Learning:
Educating the 
Next Generation

CASE STUDY

 

|   Digging In: 
Commemoration and 
Understanding

Digging In – our Allied and German trench reconstructions in Pollok Park, 
Glasgow, were built to World War One specifications. Through outdoor 
learning, experimental archaeology and digital heritage, the project 
explores how people and society coped with the First World War.  

The conflict brought about abrupt changes in the lives of millions of 
soldiers, who sustained life-altering injuries, and also in the lives of their 
families and communities, whose members died, or returned much altered.   

The war precipitated major changes in British society, with technological 
advances in lethal weapons and medical treatments, and new roles for 
women in work and politics. It triggered powerful artistic and literary 
responses and galvanised the radical labour movement.      

 
We explored these themes through our open days, which have attracted more than 
6,000 visitors since 2015. We’ve also developed an innovative learning programme 
for schools; over 5,300 pupils have visited the trenches.  CASE STUDY
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As our economy changes, the remains of many now-redundant industries 
are coming under increasing threat, totally transforming huge swathes 
of the UK. Their legacies need to be conserved if we are to retain an 
understanding of their former importance and contribution to regional 
identities.

This project assessed the condition and vulnerability of the physical 
remains related to the former Nottinghamshire coal industry.  It identified 
the varying character and survival of coal mining heritage as the industry 
developed from the exposed (surface) coal fields to deep mining. This 

ultimately led to the development of purpose-built collieries and pit 
villages, with all the facilities needed by the mining community; a world 
famously evoked in the literature of D H Lawrence.

Community workshops enabled local people to engage with the project 
and helped us understand which elements of the mining heritage are 
important to them. 

The project provides a strategic overview of Nottinghamshire’s coal mining 
heritage, so that planning decisions about conservation and protection can 
be made on an informed basis.

|   Nottinghamshire Coalfields:    Conserving Significance and Retaining Identity 

CASE STUDY

 

|   Collections 
|   and Archives: 
Connecting with Researchers

Our collections and archives contribute to high quality 
visitor experiences and learning opportunities through YAT’s 
accredited museum attractions, touring exhibitions, training 
excavations, events, partnerships and community based 
projects.

The team also works closely with university researchers who 
engage with our collection to add depth to our knowledge 
about the past and generate innovative investigative 
projects.  

Recent research collaboration has included studies of cats 
and dogs (but not together) on attitudes to human remains, 
medieval pens, bone flutes, leather accessories and charred 
grain. We have worked with students from a range of 
universities including Cambridge, Groningen, Southampton, 
Lund, Oxford and York. 

Hew Morrison, an emerging forensic artist, has produced two 
facial reconstructions from St Benet’s church and Fishergate, 
exhibiting deliberate trauma. Both are males from the Viking 
Age. These will be utilised within our ‘Valhalla’ and ‘Fearsome 
Craftsmen’ touring exhibitions. 

Over 30 small research projects have been funded by two individual grants totalling £343,055 
from the Arts Council England Museum Resilience scheme. These appear on our web site at:  

www.yorkarchaeology.co.uk/resources/finding-the-future/ CASE STUDY
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|   DerwentWISE: 
Empowering Communities to Care for their Heritage

DerwentWISE is a five-year Heritage Lottery funded project, led by the Derbyshire Wildlife Trust - together 
with other local and national agencies, to safeguard and restore the landscape of the Lower Derwent Valley, 
including the Derwent Valley Mills World Heritage Site.

As part of the project’s heritage objectives, YAT was commissioned to identify previously undiscovered 
sites by analysing LIDAR data, which provides detailed height measurements of the ground surface. Digital 
terrain modelling, combined with sophisticated visualisation techniques, allowed us map the archaeological 
earthwork features of the landscape.  

Once the work was complete, 514 new archaeological sites had been discovered. A significant proportion 
(45%) of these relate to agriculture – ridge and furrow, lynchets, banks, etc. – but the larger proportion 
(55%) relate to industrial activities, exploiting the mineral and woodland resources of the valley. 

These discoveries contributed to an ongoing project, where volunteers survey and provide condition reports 
on newly identified sites – a great example of citizen science!

New technology, like the LIDAR survey, can change our understanding of the extent of the historic 
environment and give us new methods for managing its future.

CASE STUDY

|   Working with the Bedouin of Lebanon: 
Building Peace through Heritage

This initiative has been implemented in collaboration with the American University of Beirut. It is supported 
by the British Council’s £30m Cultural Protection Fund, set up in partnership with the Department for Digital, 
Culture, Media and Sport to protect cultural heritage at risk due to conflict in the Middle East and North Africa.

The project works with the Bedouin of Bekaa in Lebanon, safeguarding and promoting their intangible cultural 
heritage and nomadic pastoralist routes, and the connections with Syria as corridors of peace and economic 
prosperity in a potential post-war era. 

For the Bedouin, nomadic pastoralism is a socio-economic activity of remarkable cultural value – an identity 
shared across the Arab world. It is a practice associated with beliefs, rituals and ancestry and celebrated in tales, 
songs and poems. Although this long-standing practice precedes the post-WWI national boundaries, it is now 
under threat of extinction as the remaining Bedouin are cut off from their brethren in Syria and the rest of the 
Middle East and alienated from the Badiya (steppe), their ancestral lands.

The project seeks to safeguard the living memory of the Bedouin by documenting their historic cross-border 
routes; to capture associated experiences, culture and knowledge; to transfer practical skills to them for 
protecting and promoting their heritage; and to inspire them, through practice, to use their heritage for their 
socio-economic benefit and as a tool for post-war relationship-building.

CASE STUDY
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|   Conserving the Aud Anchors:
Objects with Power and Resonance

The anchors from the ship Aud have been described as some of the most important 
and easily understood artefacts from an extraordinary event, in the foundation of the 
Republic of Ireland during the lead up to the Easter Uprising of 1916. 

The Aud was scuttled transporting a cargo of German arms and ammunition for the 
Irish Volunteers, with the intention of offloading the cargo in Tralee Bay where Roger 
Casement, one of the leaders of the Uprising, was waiting. 

The anchors were recovered in 2012 by a team of amateur divers. YAT were asked by the 
Tralee Bay Heritage Association (TBHA) to oversee their conservation in preparation for 
the 100th anniversary of the Easter Uprising in 2016. Funding was provided by the EU 
LEADER Rural Development Programme Ireland 2007-2013.

The conserved anchors were first exhibited at a public ceremony in February 2016, 
attended by 1,000 local people including school children, the Irish Culture Minister and 
the German Ambassador. One of the conserved anchors was then used in the Centenary 
Commemoration of Roger Casement; the only state commemoration outside of Dublin. 

CASE STUDY CASE STUDY

|   Follow the Vikings 
|   Roadshow:

Reaching Communities 
across Europe

The ‘Follow the Vikings’ roadshows are part of a €4 
million project, co-funded by Creative Europe and 15 
European partners, and coordinated by the team at York 
Archaeological Trust. The shows are a unique celebration of 
the cultural and historic impact of the Vikings.  

The touring show includes specially commissioned 
performances by contemporary artists from all over Europe, 
including actors, musicians, dancers and film makers. 

The two-year programme, which began in August 2017, 
has performed live across Europe at 11 significant Viking 
locations. Each show is unique; adding a spectacular and 
complimentary pan-European experience to an already 
existing Viking events programme.

Working with staff and volunteers from each participating 
partner, each location has sought out professional and 
amateur artists and performers, as well as members of the 
public, both young and old, to be involved in their local 
event. 

The roadshows support the development of career skills 
for professional artists and partners’ staff.  They champion 
the artists, providing international co-operation and open 
opportunities to internationalise their careers.  They also 
offer opportunities for members of the local communities to 
acquire new skills and further their artistic careers.
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Our Vision for 2022 
We will be recognised internationally as a leading organisation that enables communities 

to realise the social, economic and environmental value of heritage.

www.yorkarchaeology.co.uk

York Archaeological Trust is a Registered Charity in England and Wales (No. 509060) and Scotland (No. SCO42486). 

Registered Office: 47 Aldwark, York, YO1 7BX. A Company Limited by Guarantee. Registered in England No. 143081.
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